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IntAductien

Even before discussing a topic such as "Influence of Alternative

Structural, Organizational and Managerial Options on the Role of

Evaluation," one has made several tacit assumptions. The more important

of such assumptions are these three:

1. The role of evaluation is in fact dependent on alternative

structural, organizational and managerial options. In other

words, the nature of evaluation in an educational research and

development (R &D) agency will differ from agency to agency

and overtime, within any given agency-seas a consequence of the

manner in which the agency is managed and organized.

2. Some roles of evaluation are more appropriate than others

depending on the types of agencies in which evaluation pertOrMS

a role. Were they not, it would ,lake little sense to discust

the managerial options which influence the role of evaluation,

3. Because inappropriate roles for evaluation in an educational

R & D agency can be inefficient at the least and, at most,

dysfunctional, it is worthwhile to constructively worry about

the appropriate role of evaluation.

These assumptions serve as both background to this discussion and

as the quasi-logical premises on which it is based. In brief recap:

it in assumed/argued that the role of evaluation will vary as a consequence

of such things as the management 1ptions of the It & D agency in which

it operates; that it will vary in some ways which are more appro-

priate than others; and that because inappropriate evaluation roles

are (at least) inefficient, it io worthwhile to examine some of the things

which influence the role of evaluation.
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De fi ni ti on s

A title as long and cumbersome as that given to this paper domands

that some definitions be set forth and that the relationships among the

defined concepts be given some kind of order. The concepts most in

4 need of definition are these: Manar4ement, Orpnination, Structure,0Nrawbewaw0 Ow. wwwww.0. awwwww*Ww -

and Evaluation. Both the following definitions, and later, the logic

Coil .ructed to give order to them, have been developed arbitrarily -yet

hopefully, consistentlyin order to adapt them to the context of this

discussion (e,g., educational settings, R&D agencies, evaluation

roles, etc.).

Management: As a function of an R F D agency,* management refers

to the set of actors and activities which establish and maintain

the overall mum and stL11:/beiz for the agency.

....b...A_.zattOraloal The means or process by which an agency chooses to

ammo itself to achieve its 12=22. The most apparent evidence

of an agency's organization is its structure.

Structure: Structure is the formal pattern of authoritz and

reqonsibilitv assigned to the roles within an agency as well, as

relationains among those roles. An agency's structure is moat

often and clearly depicted in its "organizational" chart.

1010.01.1.11....41. 01110141.84

* Throurhout the paper, "agency" refers to an edneltional R
twetry--vhich itself is probably bet t: ikAllwd as any gr,ap of individuals
which hwe orrtnized itself in a ranner 1.erf1.ly entitlin::, it to receive.
and expend monies for the stated purpose of'doing educatleaal it & D.
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Evaluation: Rvaluation is defined here as tbc,,e processes which

permit an auney to determine the extent to which any of its

mmaza are being (or have been) achieved.

110 inllor11;11:1 p Conect)to

Given these definitions, it is important to describe the relation-

ships among the defined concepts. The single most important determinant

of the overall or(?,anization, structure and role of evaluation withih

an agency are the management "options " "whicb determine: (1) its com-

mdtment to educational change and (2) the aszalsrallImig: with which

it is able to seek its purposes.

"Options" is actually a misnomer because of the incorrect

that the purposes and strategies which result from an agency's

management process are made by the design of the "managers." The point

is that whether by design or default, the function of management results

in decisions which determine the agency's commitment to educational

change and to its autonomy.

Thus, while it is recognized that a host of ill-defined and shifting

choices and circumstances act as influences on these management decisions,

it is the purpose of this discussion to explore their organizational,

structural and evaluative conseeuences, not their many and varied

antecedents. The premise on which the reminder of the paper is based

is that the ar,ency comm itmlut to odwlit Looat eivtz2i and relative
40.X. 4F. 4.0..............

autonov repro:A:at the most important of all possible management choices

of purpose and straLogy. Tho ohlin or intluoaeo can be depletedro on

the followliv,
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EVIAMITM
keels I Mingles Oat>

Decisions
Re. Co..Aitment

and !11L!Laullas/

01;0'197.t.TTOTT

Hof the

R 1) Agency

STRUCTURE
of the
R D Agency......,...

IIMMINIORIMIN. .g.. VeNIIIIIIIMIMMINAM.M.....\4
IN MO aIN Pm Ion II MN 111 IMMYbINIONIIMMIM WWI OM to I MINNOMM 0111110502MaragiSPOOXIMPti

lommyrammamemarre+mmow........reowenftwammenwawoomanimr

Ams)ROLE OF EVALUATION

Staffing

Regrirements

=0,0.

Success
Criteria

Summative-
Formative
Emphasis

=E.
"Distance"

from
Production

011.M.1011111111011

-114.1.116.1.0.6111.11110100M

Other
Consequences

The rationale for'selecting "commitment" and "autonomy" as the two

conditions most predictive of what and how an R & D agency is and

is likely to be doing iu simply that these two condiLions, more than

any othors, mirror ouch things about the: ar;(11cy a:; iti philosophy,

leadership, starring, funding patterns, constituencies, sponsors,

maturity and history.

..--.1.11,.....ai4.1i4,4AJ
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tut ono- aryl Coy.'A!1.-nt. Ciali'o-Ltion" and Con-youLlIce-

Autonomy is derined as the degree to which an 1i et D agency has

the ability to determine its own future. Commitment to Education Chan

is defined. na the extent to which the 11 & 1) agency is willing to alter

the status quo in order to bring about what it defines as educational

improverents. Thus, with the understanding that myrial conditions

are antecedent to an agency'.s "choices" on Autonomy and Commitment

dimensions, and with the further understanding that each is complex

and continuous in quantity and quality, the classification presented

below (see Figure 1) represents an arbitrarily simplified model of

these two dimensions.

0

FitaLL.

A Classification of Educational R /24 D Agencies
According to Commitment to Educational Change

and Degree of Autonomy

Commitment to Educational Chanrm

Low or
Reactive

Hiph or
Proactive

Cautiously
Reactive

3

Cautiously
Proactive

i.
1

......

.............---.............

Aggressively
Reactive

11

Aggressively
Proactive
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This classification will serve as the basis for portraying each of the

four "types" of R Ti agencies. Mach type will be described in terms of

possible organizational and structural characteristics, and--most

importantly here--in terms of the different roles evaluation would play

in each type of agency. A final caution before continuing an examina-

tion of these consequences; it is evident that:

R & D agencies cannot be categorized neatly into these four

types.

- The "high-low" dichotomies are conveniences, not realities.

- The relationship between "autonomy" and "commitment" may

well be interactive.

- Even if classifiable into one of these four types, an R & D

agency would very likely change over time from one to the other.*

Caveats aside, we can turn now to an examination of possible

consequences on an agency's organization) structure and evaluation

roles. Figure 2 provides an overview of the principal consequences

of each type of agency.

Iiiskid.1.-
* A study of the "life cycle" of an R & D agency across these

four ideal types would be interesting. One might hypothesize that
the cycle would move from "1" consecutively to "4" as a consequent of
increasing confidence and "success" at each type. Incidents of the
"bubble bursting" resulting in a movement from "4" to "1" might
also be found.
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grhr. Cautions Ar,ona: 1b , type of R & D agency milt operate

on a low risk, high volume and (therefore) low leverage basis. Risk is

the probability of failure, and failure for the cautious reactive agency

is represented by a drop in "sales." Thus "customer satisfaction"

becomes the principal success criterion and because the educational

needs emanate from status quo activities, the likelihood of high

leverage products is very low. (High leverage products are those

interventions which are likely to result in a high level of positive

change through ripple effects via intermediate audiences or generaliz-

ability.) The paradigm for this agency is a marketing-sales model.

A comprehensive paradigm of social change and programmatic R & D would

not meet its purposes because those purposes center on meeting the daill

needs as expressed by clients regardless of the logic, validity or

change potential inherent in the symptoms described by the client.

This agency is likely to be motivated by profit and/or size as it would

be expressed in numbers of staff, volume of sales, and so forth. Its

core functions, and in the general sequence as stated, mould be those

of advertising, selling, manufacturing and delivery. Its business

office and sales force would represent its largest organizational units.

Quite likely, the sales-manufacturing functions could be performed by

the same indivlduals. Overall, the Cautious Reactive agency will develop

and sell whatever products have been expressed to them as needs by

clients. It must operate on high volume and fast turnaround. There is

little time or inclination for any evaluation other than that necessary

to appease sponsors and clients.
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&Imitative evaluation is limited largely to fiscal data and to data

refleettnt!, sales and volumo. The products from the Cautious Rc,active

agency will be limited mostly to large numbers of materials for learners

cr teachers. Because there is little desire to follow-up or in anyway

determine the utility of these materials, the need for formative evalua-

tion is limited to selective historical accounts of the development

proces,1 which will embellish the packaging of the products. Formative

managvztent information needs are met by providing data about costs and

schedules.

The staffing requirements for evaluation are minimal. It may well

be that no staff' members perform an identifiable role of evaluation.

The evaluation functions center on the required fiscal, packaging and

scheduling data.

The concept of "distance" is important to each type of agency.

Distance refers to the extent to which an evaluation function should

be structurally separate from the agencies production function. The

rationale for distance considerations center on the problems of co.

optation, role conflict and lack of credibility. Distance is maintained

by providing a structure which assigns different levels of arlhaux

and resnonsibilitv to the evaluation function vis a vis the production

function. The abbreviated model depicted in Figure 3 represents

emnples of different levels of distance.



-10-

9LST fa/ 40114114i

Fitpre

A Representative o: Lud, ftlerate, and Hi IA Levels
of Distance between EZ1uation and dProduction FunctionS

Level of Distance

High

Moderate

Models*

[[-IJ

Low or

f

=1.1.

E

Key: M: L'Anaoment Functlon!Unit
N: Nvajuation Function/Onit
P: Production Function/Unit

Mr-

1011
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With each hiehlr level of cUetenee, the: anount of reeponetLility

and authority allocated to the evaluation unit increase as problems of

co-optation, role conflict and lack or credibility decrease. Thu need

for distance is a coneequenee of such conditions as:

Product Objectives which purport to demonstrably alter

(improve) a given state of affairs in some educational setting.

Agencies with large teams of product developers working on

multieyear efforts.

Managerial choices which require that products be tested and

proven prior to dissemination.

Sponsor/client demands that products meet measurable specifica-

tions.

Agency commitments to widespread educational improvements.

Thus, for the Cautious Reactive agency, there is little need for

distance between the functions of evaluation and development. The

evaluators (if they exist) could easily be assimilated into the

production/sales teams in this type of agency.

The Agerossive Reactive RAlLkeiszei: This type of agency differs

from the Cautious Reactive agents. primarily in the confidence it has

in being able to market its products. It may well have matured into

its current mode from its former ntyle as a Cautious Reactive agency,

Some hierarchy is necessary for its oreanieational structure and the

interface between its "sales force" and production units is important.

Its rinl:e are slightly hit her than the Cautious Reactive agency bee:mune

it etocleLetlec product: which must then be sold. Overall, however, both

risk anal leverw;e are low. No paradigm of edueational/eocial change

governs thio teee Aoe 1 ,.ore attention i.e etven to neeee aeeeee:Aent than
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thnn 1.n tho CTAtirTn berruse a ref.,.sonablo vra-btlity

must wast that the product will be salable once developed. Vox' thio

saTv,o reason, some decree of follow-up evaluation may occur for the

purposes of reconfirming prior hunches abou'i; marketability, or to a

lesser extent, to make revisions on existing products. In neither

of the reactive aencies are success criteria derived from demonstrable

chanceS in some a priori specified audience. Thus, the need for the

measurement specialist evaluator is virtually-non-existent.

Maintaining a "distance" of evaluation from production is not

particularly important. The possible exception is in the area of needs

assessment. Here a needs assessment specialist or market analyst may

be employed to provide checks and balances for over zealous product

staff. Among the more important management decisions to be served

by evaluation in this agency is the need to know the potential markets

for given products. Aside from marketing/needs data, it makes little

difference if the evaluators are co-opted in the Aggressive Reactive

agency. In fact, the overall efficiency of the agency is probably

increased if the evaluators become co-opted. Credibility is no issue

to management and will appear as an issue only if sponsors or clients

exert pressure to see tested products. The evaluator in this agency

i!ould either work for or be indistinguishable from the product develOperb.

The evItious Proactive 3)2. aCency differs from both of

the previous two in its ea:nit:lent to change. It is not satisfied with

appeasent of the status quo as a success criterion yet it must

r,11.:11.i1tXtly in its chnnce stratecy. The most likely reason fOr

its c :'uZi.an w 1 1.1. be the expectations of sponsorsparticularl y if they

r(Tre:* dollro whieh mmti, be jth;tifloa aha allocated annUallY.
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The political atmosphere of the Cautious Proactive atIoney in such that

it consumes much or the time and enorgten available to the nvncy.

The real dteif;r: in thla type of a;,:en?y--which, incidentally ia probsbly

best characterized by many or the national University R & 1) centers and

Regional. Development loboratories-are that while aspiring to the status

or the Aggressive Proactive agency, there arc many pressures to move

to the Reactive stance. The pressures include annual funding decisions,

politieal priorities, sponsor instabilities, and unrealistic success

expectations.

The Cautious Proactive agency is the most vulnerable of the four

types because of the inherent discrepancy betWecn its purposes (commit-

ment to change) and its strategy (low autonomy/caution). It must

continually attempt to attract and appease sponsors without sacrificing

its purposes. This agency operates under a change and development

paradigm. It has a set of logically and empirically related principles

which represent that portion of the educational system it intends 14

change. Without such a paradigm, any commitment to educational change

is hollow or naive.

This agency is likely to have more full time professional employees

than either of the Reactive agencies. Its organizational structure is

more pyramidal because of the increased need for specialization of staff

and therefore a need for a eomdinated divinlon of labor, Its typical

proUuet is one which hI5 bean a relatively lon; ti!le in development.

;lost ilr.ortantly, in di!Itin,,,,uichin'l it from the Reactive atleney, the

criteria for product sulcess inelvdc the 11(.04 to demonstrate elvinvs in

the knowledges or skills of specified grouds.
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Ti (.1riorion reliuirs that the erlluaton !Itnfr Imre

s1:1114; In lsurc:.1;nt, marimt analysis and techniques

o,2 ;:ormtivc! .,al.w.ttion. The attention given to st,uinative evaluation

is comprehensive and great care 13 taken to assure that the agency can

account for all Irla;;or activities. Auditable fiscal and performance

records are ivortant because of sponsor expectations. Again, because

of sponsor uncertainties and anxieties, the formative.summative balance

may tip occasionally toward the accountability or summative side at

the expense of needs for formative evaluation.

Because this agency has litbic autonomy, the notion of its commit.

ments to educational change is likely to be modest as operationalized by

the instruments designed to measure change. The products are likely

to be "internally valid" but are not 'likely to have undergone thorough

evaluations which looked at comparative merit or unintended consequences.

Lots of attention is given to criterion referenced testing. But because

of the less sophisticated change/development paradigm of this agency in

comparison to the Aggressive Proactive agency and because of the

anxieties of sponsors, test data will abound in the evaluation

reports developed for both internal and external audiences.

"Distance" is important in this type of agency. Because the

product developers must empirically demonstrate the worth of their

ef2orts, th. responsibility and authority for evaluation must be as

indup,:nd:,nt an possible from the production function. The continuous

intor;'-c,! that is neeeLsary bi,Ween Lvaluator and developer increases

ti,: danl,er of co-opLation, riecause of this, it is essential that the

(aluator b- straoLurilly in.typenilort ;Ina h'%1, ho/she he Oefoyea asst not

WI:dr11-j to se,eill.c D efrolt:t. Pcouse the agency has low tothonowy,
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tbf. cr11.1,11'!,y Irportnt to !Tonr.1!.::,

the mot jr.pavt:i.at rea:.;on for uwauatiorits rOutivu

production in the manftr,cment caioitment to ch::nc;e.

0- w
1 Q..1

Tho Urotivo D A-elle:7. For rosons which obviously are
*

a covibination oC fortitude and fovtunc, this oac!ncy unjoyo the 111.;'.hest

level of autonomy while still maintaining a vian;:.ge;:lent co:altmunt

to educational change. It is likely that it Is thu most mature of the

four types and that it has a high. quality of leadership and staff.

Its organisational structure is well established and closely parallels

the paradigm it has evolved for educational It et, D. It is likely to be

structured according to functions such as "feasibility analysis,"

"prototype development," field "testing," "dissemination," "evaluation"

and so forth. It probably has but a few grants or contracts, each being

relatively large. Grants, foundation support or successful "cost-

recovery" efforts (obtained perhaps from earlier days as a Cautious

Reactive agency) have contributed to its autonomy.

This agency is the most selective about the work it will undertake.

Potential efforts will be carefully screened to defermi nu congruence

with agency miss4 on and capacity. Very likely, it has struggled through

years of "hack" contracts in order to achieve the status that it currently

enjoys and protects. This agency represents the highest leverage

potential; in large part, it does no because of thu confidence is

has in its parditTi for change and development. it will, addrens much

of its efforts to intermediate-level actors in the edwational oynt,n;

(e.g., adilinistrators, counselors, stIte or f,.loral counity

groups, eto.). but unlike the Coutious Proaufivo :L ;envy, Its ouccuss

criteria do noL cnd vith lrut 1,0(41
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made on the intermeli.te audiences with only the loie and hope that

other poeltive conrequnnees will nverno. Rather, itn sylemle approach

to ell::.nge :Led quest rear suacess inlieltors require .el' at the lihves

from intermediate to ultimate audiences (mont often classroom learners)

be demonstrated enpirically. In addition to a requirement that the

linkmos resulting from leverage strategies be demonstrated, it is

likely to seek evidence of comparative worth. In its followup evalua-

ti0113, all con sequences (both intended and unintended) will be souht.

These success criteria require a highly diverse and sophisticated

evaluation staff. An appreciation and understanding of systemic change

requires behavioral scientists and General Systems Theorints; the need

for relevant formative evaluation data by which products are revised

and improved must be met; and it must have the psychometric and design

skills to demonstrate a product's validity for both intermediate and

ultimate audiences.

Most evaluation effort is directed to formative data. The summative

evaluation strategy is one of maintaining a complete and auditable log

of all impwtant decision points during the development process. This

audit trail serves the purpose of being accountable to sponsors and

consumers at the same time that it provides historical information to

product developers which allows them to avoid past mistakes and learn

5UCCOV.P.M.

Distance must be maintained between evaination runettons and product

develop.ient functions. The multi-year devoloe,ent errorte require that

dietscrent evaluation specialists interact with developer:; over the

product's life cycle while still maintaininr, their structural indepundeneu.

14.1; ac:iln, the most important reason for distanee is the au,eny's need
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;,ft1 r!n--if-,,nt to (Y1rfleiv-1 It cannot ee.1:10_t it::oir to a

witheA a eorr,1,:poh,ling co :: ::aitlient to an evaluation

wlleh porealts it to detomine the extent to which its purposes

are bein!1

In brief survary, it has been the purpose of this paper to examine

wo:ile a the consequences that different managerial options have on the

role of evaluation in an educational R & D agency. Although the

evidem!e" for the hunches and propositions expressed here is expc .

riential and intuitive, it is hoped that this discussion will contribute

to what should be a continuing dialogue and study of the role of evaluai.

tion. Both education R & D and evaluation now enjoy (and suffer) frOM

motherhood" and "The Emperor's New Clothes" syndromes. And they

will improve only if we ask if and how they are really needed and then

look very closely and carefully at what they are up to.


